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Connect, communicate and collaborate with 
 Focus Communications Hosted Voice solution 

Bring together traditional and new technologies into one cost-effective platform designed  
for today’s demanding communication needs and end user experience. 

 

Feature Benefits How does it work 

Flexibility and 
elasticity 

 

 You can expect moderately low ongoing costs for phone 
hardware once you convert to Focus Communications 
Hosted Voice. 

 Traditional PBX systems are localised and, as you 
expand, either new license need to be procured or in 
worst case, hardware is outdated resulting in 
procurement of a new system.  

 This counts for situations such as opening a new office 
or hiring additional staff. 

 With Focus Communications Hosted Voice you can 
expand your system one phone at a time. 

o Should your business require to scale down in 
users, that too is possible. 

 Just like your old analogue phone system when all 
phones worked off the same exchange so too does a 
Focus Communications Hosted Voice phone system. 

 Once your number is established we can add up to 
4,999 extensions off the one phone number. 

 This can happen across offices, suburbs, towns and 
states. 

 This is a fully flexible system. 

 Each office will require core infrastructure components 
for connection to the centrally managed/hosted PBX via 
the internet. 

Automated Attendant 
(IVR) 

 Eliminate or reduce the cost of a Receptionist by 
choosing for an Automated Attendant to answer calls 
coming in through the main phone number. 

 Skill based Routing, Clients are automatically directed to 
the correct department or user based on their 
selection.  

 Make sure callers reach the best contact quickly and 
eliminate unnecessary call handling 

 

 When a client calls, the Automated Attendant will 
answer and say a recorded message such as: “Hi and 
welcome to <business name>. To help direct your call 
please listen to the following menu. Press 1 for sales 2 
for support, etc”. 

 You will need to determine how many voice menus you 
need, departments, after-hours messages and 
promotions you wish to play. 

 Schedule trading hours, the auto attendant can activate 
during your normal office hours and divert to Extension 
Voicemail, Mobile or Fixed Line. 

Hunt Groups 

 
 Ensure important calls are answered by defining a 

group of extensions in one department to ring together. 

 Find an available staff member to take an inbound call. 

 Define a set of extensions to ring simultaneously, going 
to voicemail after a set interval is reached without 
being answered. 

 Define a list of extensions to ring sequentially until one 
staff member answers. After a set of intervals is 
reached, without being answered. 

Voicemail to Email  Email is the main means of office communications and 
with voicemail coming in as an email, voice 
communication is efficiently streamlined.  

 By having all your voicemails converted to email, all that 
is needed is to check the email inbox and your 
voicemails will be there. 

 Voicemail can be checked in three ways: by phone, on 
the mobile, or by email.  

 For busy users and users who are often in meetings, 
Voicemail to Email is ideal.  

 Automatically delete voicemails from the platform once 
they have been successfully delivered to your email. 

Simultaneous Ring 
(Twinning) 

 Achieve great customer service by increased 
responsiveness.  

 Simultaneous Ring can assist in staff effectiveness by: 

o Simplifying interaction means 

o Accelerating the responsiveness to callers’ needs 

 When a client calls the main office number there will 
always be an answer to the call.  

 The user can elect to have a caller contact them not 
only on the office handset but on the mobile phone, the 
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o Increasing the availability of staff by eliminating 
‘phone tag’ 

 Streamlining workflows 

phone at home, the softphone on the computer or any 
other phone required. 

 Every phone elected will call at the same time, 
whichever answers first will take control of the call. 

Presence   From your desk phone, you can see who’s available, 
already on a call, holding or has a call ringing. 

 Transfer calls with certainty to your office team and 
remote workers. 

 

 With a few easy clicks, enable Presence status for 
admins and colleagues, so your team’s call management 
is agile and responsive. 

 Admins can monitor calls for other Hunt Groups and 
occupied team members, providing overflow support 
for greater agility in call handling 

Conference Calling 

 
 Employee productivity and communication will keep 

the business thriving. 

 Meetings are often counterproductive from a time 
perspective and, for companies with staff out on the 
road, it can take days to round them all up. 

 

 Your company will be given a permanent number that 
you can use for conference calls, 24/7. This feature is 
built into the monthly cost of your Focus 
Communications Hosted Voice system.  

 Conference calling allows you to: 

o Conduct meetings from office to office, or around 
the world, using any phone available 

o Schedule conferences 

Intercom  Intercoms can provide a similar set of benefits to 
paging, in that these systems typically transmit through 
speakers (either on a telephone handset, or over a 
larger area), thereby reaching employees who are not 
readily accessible by dialling an extension. 

 This system allows for a message to be transmitted to 
an employee who may be involved in a procedure that 
does not allow them to easily answer a telephone 
handset immediately. 

Setting outbound 
caller ID 

 Typically, your business is affiliated with your main 
business phone number. Callers receiving a call from an 
analogue line are often confused when they see the 
inbound caller ID that is not from the expected number 
for your company. This feature allows all outbound calls 
to carry the official office number. 

 Show the designated phone number of the business on 
each outbound call, instead of the number allocated to 
the line chosen for the call. This can be set by user or 
system-wide.  

 Different users can have different numbers for example 
based on their office location. 

 This feature only applies so long the number is part of 
the numbers Focus Communications manages. 

Standard features  Those basic handset features you are used to are of 
course available with each VoIP handset. 

 Sophisticated call flow management from your handset 
and Voice Portal 

 Disaster Recovery 

 Attended or Un-attended call transfer  

 Pick up call on adjacent handset  

 Park/hold and retrieve (at another handset)  

 Redial from calling history, including return last call 

 On busy, time-out/unanswered or when “do not 
disturb” is set, define a redirection to an assistant or 
colleague who can take the call. 

 When a phone becomes unregistered i.e Power outage, 
internet connectivity issues or hardware issues, your 
phone will automatically divert calls to a predefined 
mobile, fixed line or another extension. 

  

 


